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In the plane of the complex variable z = x + iy, a (real) function u(z) harmonic in the interior of the Jordan curve C and continuous in the corresponding closed region C can be represented in C by a uniformly convergent series of harmonic polynomials.1 If CR denotes the image of the circle w = R > 1 under the conformal map of the exterior of C onto the region w > 1 of the w-plane so that the points at infinity in the two planes correspond to each other, and if u(z) is harmonic throughout the interior of CR, then there exist harmonic polynomials pn(z) of respective degrees n = 1, 2, ..., such that
(1) U --0 co conversely if harmonic polynomials Pn(z) of respective degrees n exist so that (1) is satisfied, the sequence pn(z) converges throughout the interior of CR, and the function u(z) if suitably defined exterior to C is consequently harmonic throughout the interior of CR. We sharpen these prior results2 by studying now the more delicate problem of relating continuity properties of u(z) (in the form of Lipschitz3 conditions of arbitrary order on the function or its derivatives) on C or CR to degree of convergence of the sequence pn(z) in C.
This theory is closely related to the analogous theory for approximation of analytic functions by polynomials in the complex variable.4 But the present results are by no means merely an obvious application of the earlier ones.
We define four classes of functions as follows. "Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve. We say that the real function u(z) belongs to the class L(k, a), symbolically u(z) e L(k, a), k _ 0, on C if u(z) is harmonic interior to C and continuous on C; if the derivative b"u(z)/ask exists on C, where s is arc length measured along C; and if bku(z)/ask satisfies on C a Lipschitz condition of order a, 0 < cr < 1. We say u(;) e Log (k, 1) on C if u(z) is harmonic interior to C, continuous on C, and au,/sk exists on C and satisfies the condition |bs(z) _ $(Z2) . Liz, -1j Ilog IZl -z21 .z, Z2 on C, (2) where z -Z2 is sufficiently small.
The complex-valued function f(z) is said to belong to the class LA(k, a)
on the closed region C if f(z) is analytic interior to C, continuous on C, and if f(k)(z) exists and satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a on C. Finally, f(z) e LogA (k, 1) on C if f(z) is analytic interior to C, continuous on C, and if f(k) (z) exists and satisfies a condition of the form (2) on C.
If C consists of a finite number of mutually exterior rectifiable Jordan curves, we7 say u(z) e L(k, a) on C if u(z) e L(k, a) on each component of C; we make analogous definitions for the other three classes. THEOREM 1. Let C consist of a finite number of mutually exterior analytic Jordan curves. Let u(z) e L(k, a) on C, k _ 0, 0 < a < 1. Then for each n, n = 1, 2, ..., there exists a harmonic polynomial pn(z) such that Iu(z) -Pn(Z) < M/n+a, z on C.
We say that a curve C is of Type D if (i) C is a rectifiable Jordan curve whose arc and chord are uniformly infinitesimals of the same order, and
(ii) there exists a number 5o> 0 such that if P is any point of C, there is a circle of radius 8o through P whose closed interior lies in C. THEOREM 3. In addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 2 require that the equation of C can be written in the form z = t(s), s arc length measured along C, where t(k) (s) exists and satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a. Then ifO < a < 1, u(z) e L(k, a) on C; if a = 1, u(z) e Log (k, 1) on C.
To connect the continuity properties of u(z) on CR and degree of convergence of approximating polynomials on C we have THEOREM 4. Let C and CR, R > 1, be contours.A Let u(z) e L(k, a), 
